
 

 

We stand in front of the mirror, the bathroom lights glinting off of my hair and the 

scissors in her hand. I can’t tell who’s more nervous—my wife (the one giving her first haircut) 

or me (the recipient of said haircut)—but an hour later, hair litters the counter, and I’ve got a 

passable haircut. We both smile; by having her cut my hair, we’ve found yet another way to save 

money. Welcome to our life, abundance on a budget! 

Abundance. Budget. The two words seem oxymoronic, but that’s what we do. We enjoy 

free vacations by sightseeing locally, we cook at home to save on eating out, and we repaint 

garage sale finds to decorate our small apartment. Abundance on a budget requires creativity and 

some sacrifice, but it ensures that today’s purchases won’t haunt us for years to come. 

I didn’t always embrace abundance on a budget (especially the budget part), but I had a 

stark awakening when I attended Midwestern’s Repay Ready workshop. As the presenter 

discussed loans and interest, I quickly realized that I could substantially minimize future debt by 

living frugally now. 

I started by examining our loans. After a crash course in financial literacy via an 

accountant friend, I compared private and government loans, keeping in mind compound 

interest, disbursement fees, and repayment plans. I even talked with family and friends about 

privately loaning me money, before deciding which loans were best for my chosen career path. I 

now use Repay Ready and Loan Link to track my loans and customize a repayment plan. 

 

 

 

 



Next, my wife and I established monthly budgets. Some think the best way to save 

money is to merely try to spend as little as possible, but I disagree—the best way to save is to 

actively allocate your resources ahead of time and then stick to it. By actively planning our 

financial future, I know what we have, what we need to do to maximize our funds, and how 

much we can spend. Through budgeting and living frugally, I can take out a smaller loan, 

substantially minimizing my loan debt. 

I also look for ways to cover our living expenses. Some of my friends are taking exotic vacations 

this summer, but we’re vacationing locally, and I’m applying for a summer research fellowship 

that offers a living stipend. I’m also hoping to become a resident assistant in our housing complex 

to reduce our rent. Some say my efforts are too small to make any difference, but I know these 

savings add up quickly. 

Living on a budget doesn’t mean hiding in a basement, subsisting on ramen, or studying by 

candlelight to save on the electric bill. It’s actually quite the opposite: My wife and I love hiking 

the beautiful Arizona landscape, meeting friends, and participating in free community events. 

Together, we appreciate small luxuries and enjoy new opportunities that enrich our lives. Our 

financial literacy and planning have truly brought us abundance on a budget. 


